MY PERSONAL LIFE
BY
THE ARCH PRINCE

Naturally I have been named a fool by those who want to exchange their evil spirits with me for so long
that they linger to the point where they seem to make up ideas I am not aware that their nemesis in
this, is that they cannot keep the old spirit while having the new one hence their violence. They ask this
questions about how I sabotage my love life all of the time, which I don’t, for I already know what my
love life looks like; if women that fancy somebody are above 30 and most women above 30 have
families and a career and are likely to have enough spare cash with which to take silly decisions, what is
the kind of game that young people suppose they should be plaything with such a persons personal life,
his life and his finances? Next they make out there is some rival sense men who fancy younger women
out there, which is utter nonsense but if they want I can mess up their lives telling them all about that as
well. It ends in this condition where young people are making sure I do not get involved with their
parents, whereas if I am remembering correctly, you don’t just get off liking people that are committed
to somebody else:- so this whole thing had a purpose anyway and its purpose was to ensure that those
women who liked me married somebody else. it is a matter to which they suppose they can fight and so
I want to let them fight, to give them their fill of it and we will fight to whatever end as I am not playing
with them myself.
We are already seeing that everywhere when each time I write my books, they claim it is something else
and each time evil women within the age group which fancy me who have careers lots of spare cash for

evil get off chasing me around and destroying my finances to trap me in their lives and basically own me
with a big mouth, they make out it is something else in order to hold me down and make it go on for a
decade so far; they really do love to break those rules as it were. They also talk of the people their
parents used to oppress, whom they want to be able to oppress as well, for which their parent locate for
them people that are bigger than them as it were, such as Princes that they don’t recognise as though
their opinions are required anywhere; the one they have lost to this day being of course the bit where I
am the Christian who has not got job but is going around converting young people and taking them to
Christ when their parents do not approve, which is usually followed on with the idea that kids always
come round in the end, which informs me they are preparing to do things to me I don’t like, which they
do not intend to stop, so I can either think it something unworthy of attention or get prepared for them
as well for my part, so I must ask what other fight they do suppose they can and are likely to win around
here then? Their body language talks about beating people up all the time and it is how we have ended
up with a country where people have to be so Politically correct all the time because I have been be
robbing them of attention and the fact I am not an ugly person winds them up so much that they want
to be in a position to control my life for sexual domination and each one of them that sees me wants to
have a go and what they crave the most is a condition where they have to be the ones who provide for
me all I need via the little resources they have etc.
My hold on power is not precarious: that is utter nonsense too. In terms of the Monarchy: what most
people do not seem to understand is that it is no longer the family of King George the V but the Family
of Queen Elizabeth II and the issue here is that they do not wish to leave amicably as it were. My hold on
power is not precarious, stupid girls just expect me to mange the devil for them while they get rich
grabbing my income until they are able to manage it too. Then there is also the men on the right who
promise a fight all the time because they have been feeding off my work as it were, which grabbing and
using up every single progress they make has nothing to do with my job, affecting which they would
never come close enough to and would never dare. The rest are a case of getting attacked by media
idiots, politicians and advertisement industry goons everyday, who do not know they are to advertise
products not use me no matter what I own, with young people dishing out corruption which eventually
leads to a condition where women hold me down at community level so I can find a means of fighting
back, which to them means that after years of that happening, I get off and get involved with a girl. I am
not talking about the men, in terms of the men; those are just good company and gather up my
personality which they show me from time to time via media, to remind me of who I really am etc-this
matter in itself becoming an issue because these fools have been playing around with my income for
way too long. These things I say do not cause m distress and I don’t like people to think they do; it is
important to me that I get to do things I need to do, otherwise bottling them up could be harmful. In the
end it is about settling them up at the precise point where my responsibilities are and this can only be
consummated as a matter of security when I sell my books to make enough money for doing so, hence
the things I say are designed to provide ad hoc structures for that until then, not last forever because I
provided security for a few little people I like.
I am not greedy for power, power does not come to play here; if I do a job and people take away the
income, it is a no brainer-I need to keep doing it, I cannot choose another job and I cannot stop because

if I do, I will still the doing the other job anyway and I will have no income respectively, so I must find a
way to get the income whatever it takes.
Soon the issue about me, my court and Power via being held down in the neighbourhoods to defend
myself from violent media scum and how this relates to the Care industry and the retirement plans of
the oppressive idiots who never plan their oppression properly because it would make no sense if they
did, will become an important matter as I tend to worry about that a lot these days; I have been thinking
about how getting power with the help of my court to defend myself against violent men on the media
relates with the care industry because there has been too many abuses that go unpunished there
recently, besides which it works perfectly with the fact I am behind on my pensions contributions (so to
speak if I did not have a job for life), while the idiots responsible for this condition expect to have a
better pension than they planned when they began their professional life.
It turns out the assessment of things must be taken up from the direction of government cuts on this
issue, which they claims should not be made when we all know that the quicker the economy is allowed
to adjust to these cuts, the earlier it will make progress and the earlier government can return to
increasing spending. The truth of course expressed with the notion that a recession means they have
discovered how rich people live their lives in order to live in that way as well, by which the never ending
threat of beating the Arch Prince is brought up all the time, via body language which eventually means
that when I say that if they wanted to, they would turn up here because of which there is an explosion
of political correctness, where and when people cannot say what they want to say and mean it the way
they said it, being that they don’t want spending cut while they are planning to beat up an Arch Prince,
whom they suppose is going to do a lot of talk on political correctness when they actually get down to it
for his part, when he can always easily drag them with him to that place where they will have to live up
to their talk about the fact that the reason there should be no cuts are the things they can force him to
do, upon which their entire lives depend, so he can frustrate them and any who tries to get them out
might become an enemy, which of course is the good thing about doing it that way-for so many good
rich people get into so much trouble that the recovery becomes so much healthier and so much easier;
hence there is nothing at all happy about the fact somebody else took away the issue and handled it
Politically.
There is also this matter where they seem to suggest that I have come to their country and turned out to
use up the democracy they have sacrificed their lives to create, like I can give to the frugal, which is also
utter nonsense, as the truth about dealing with corruption is a factor of positively excluding people from
things; I.e. if £20,000 is to be shared among 5 people and 2 of them are corrupt, the way to handle the
matter is put policies in place and make rules which ensure those two people can move on with lives
without the £20,000 pounds we are currently talking about; it takes time, it takes skill and cannot be
done without the political will and willingness to do so; which they would know nothing about, since
they are fascist who spend a lot of time doing the devils work for him with their own hands, then bend
right over and serve the devil as well despite the fact they can see he cannot do his own dirty work by
himself. The black ones are just lowest of the low, below the whites, like it there and love to insult me as
if and are not even worthy of my attention.

I do not think that a process where I deal with any issues and a counter process where people ensure
they get what I have denied them from my personal property from somewhere else is a matter of
ignorance and the things they want to know, it a matter of abject insolence, which in any case does not
bother me at all, save the nonsense they get up in public places to talk at me about all the time; which is
how they deploy my books when I write them to create revolution in other peoples countries, then ruin
me financially to defame me; i.e. first they are not the ones that need revolution but the continent of
inferior races is what needs it and I should be there helping them not here leading superior people and
second, they ruined my finances so I can never do charity work so they might unleash possessed insolent
girls and their witchcraft on my health and get off to make friends with Republicans who like such things
in America or Democrats who think I have need of their help hence they have the chance to go corrupt,
If they want to be perverts in public or South Africans if they want an enemy I can get nothing from
beating but in the end nothing about those books and what they achieve will ever be put to their fascist
names, which is why I always do the things I do about the violence. Like they prepare to fight people
who are leaders after they have spent such peoples resources on themselves to be ready because
without doing so, they would never stand a chance and I too have been selling those stupid cultures and
societies, so I can gain money from it with which I can buy weapons as well. One day, that stupid racism
will become a full blown civil war and then it will stop being such fun. How do we explain a condition
where I sit in my House, which does not necessarily mean somebody somewhere does not want to kill
me and things continue to happen about me on public TV which eventually ensures I meet those who
want to kill me on a daily basis? They are feeders yet but is it currently very impressive?
Get off everything you own, I have been reserving it for my son or “I have been reserving it for my
daughter” or “where is that Arch Prince I want to beat him up”, perpetually seems to be the rhetoric and
another person will set off to make out it has something to do with government Policy, as if all that
Political correctness is what will happen if they ever turn up here; like Labour socialist scum; i.e. they are
feeders and it is clearly currently very impressive so.
It does not bother me as I already know all that winding me up and making me angry and making me
feel oppressed, the turning up to gain from my work because somebody else has the access with which
he lets them, is just meant to make me fee inferior; the problem they have with it is that they think my
faith is the most insignificant aspect of it which does not matter, while I think it is everything i.e. they
think my faith is the bit they cannot stand at all in anyway and if I am allowed to exist, the bit that is so
unimportant it must be completely annihilated, while I think it is everything; so I tend to have so much
to fight for and never get myself into that complacency which allows idiots to be the ones that provide
me with jobs and housing so they can deny me to have power and superiority:- everything they
positively do to ensure things work otherwise will be followed with payments and consequences, which
is the way things are currently. The man they hurt to feel good or do bad things to, to get good things in
return would only have a chance of happening in hell.
I never fall into any of their silly traps like they love to claim I do, especially the ones black men set to
embroil me in racism and create a quality of life for themselves thereof i.e. people who create problems
for themselves but want somebody else to deal with it or have jobs they don’t deserve to have but do
not even intend to pay the Price for the difficulty of the work itself, for which they get the pay that is

their hearts desire or indeed grab peoples work but do not want to suffer what has happened as done
by such people thereafter because a boy they have selected is to do such things with a big mouth; so
‘give up that your property I have been saving it for my daughter and saving it for my son’, tends to
mean it has something to do with government Policy and those who do such things for them, feel that
they can stop at their own time and it is the fact that I know the time will come when they will want to
stop it, that I have taken the steps I have. Usually when they feel I would gain something if I took on
republicans and democrats in America, they find idiots they can play with from Africa and always tend to
find them in South Africa, and when they have run out of those, it is time to fight for my civil rights
before I was born; i.e. they have jobs which pay them money beyond their wildest dreams and the
difficulty of doing the job is a problem a boy has to deal with, same with the risks of doing the job etc,
thinking I have fallen for all those scenarios of racism they build up everywhere, while I have rather been
more concerned about their Politicians who will get house from me without being the mafia they want
to be properly or think they are the only Politicians I have seen in my life.
He gets the news he does not want to report and the boy gets it, same with every bad thing he has to do
with his job and no matter what I have done to ensure the reputation which suggests I am the person
that does such things for people, none of it would ever matter. Next they use me to detach women from
gangs that protect them from sexual violence and because they work on public Television they work and
start getting connected to fascists, after those gangs refuse to do violent things for them because they
are men to punish those who refused to treat them like women, then get Political support for it,
claiming it is a matter of my insolence because idiots are more interested in having sex like me or
thinking about the importance of their career, never fighting for any of the people they lead; therefore
always one story or another about how I interfered with their fame on public television when they were
about to say something, which they put forward as the reason why they got the support, until these
they are now able to tape my voice and play it to wind them up, so these things might keep happening
everywhere and anywhere to give those support enough times for the kind of fascism that will cause
real damage, to ensure they feel superior, which according to them, I should be scared of so they don’t
cause a skin pain.
So now the only thing I have omitted is that all their time is spent using my work to create controversies
for the purpose of bullying me to report the news and also doing so while making news by causing
trouble with my work to create scandals and scenes that will be reported on and on and on; which is a
fight they lost sometime ago after ruining me financially to keep me single enough to recruit people they
can fuck in order to fuck me by fucking them, which was followed on with all sorts of nonsense from
republicans in America, after my head has been stuck in some charity work for which I have no money in
Africa, then followed on with stupid evil possessed girls unleashed on me with their media as well, after
I have been opened up to a condition of an inability to tolerate them because they are able to and have
the access to trifle with my finances. So for my part, they will find some evil scum in Africa they will give
leadership there to on account they have money and I will be stuck in hell forever, while I think that
such things would have been possible only if the situation was not such that they needed to do their
own charity work, while I did mine so that it might go a long way-before they ruined my finances to help
their wickedness dominate the world. As for the world not being big enough for the both of us; that is

my stuff all together:- like when we want to fight people, we collect their stuff through their duties of
office and spend it on ourselves for the purpose, without which we know we will never stand a chance
but then will not stop talking nonsense as well.
I will not extend this grace period beyond my 32nd birthday; I want to see what will become of western
witchcraft based wickedness and other forms of it and its greed and obsession with money, vanity and
decadence and violent corruptions of involvement in the lives of those who do not do it as well and such
a time is the ear marked time when my period of grace will run out. For my part, as it were before
recently, I would like to stay with my people, while they on the other hand think dragging me outside is
all that and now they will not get off my finances as well but still expect to somehow work their greed
and homosexualities and vanities and decadence and sin and corruption and more so into my life when
finished. They used to send their girls here to talk nonsense at people but since the economic crisis
began they have been coming here themselves and when they want something, nothing stands between
them and that thing and they can only want what they see which basically means some people have not
got the right to exist etc.
Its always all about how they have shrines from which they get power to be wealthy and when it does
not work a minister of parliament will get off and give them money, specifically for the purpose of
making out that it does. So they can have followers as well and years down the line are still getting off in
government buildings making up stories that they are on my side and that I am their slave offered to
them by my evil parents. The evil shrine power to wealth thing has all become some kind of very violent
provocation, which my tolerance to will expire some 2 years from now, like I planned sometime agootherwise I could ignore it when people stop messing with things that are important to me to rob me of
my tolerance.
Nothing I say here shows my hold on power is precarious in anyway-you cannot have a hold on power
that is precarious when your hold on power is based on overcoming power; whenever they do their
shrines for wealth evil thing, in the end, after the issue of Politicians messing with everything important
in my life so it might get to me when they interfere with all I do, to damage it, frustrate me and then
make me give it up to their children through some injustice, the bottom line is that it does not annoy me
half as much as they think it does because I am a Christian and there is a scripture which says there is
more hope for a fool than somebody that is hasty and they do not know what hope means. The bit that
must be settled is that it is now all useless and has instead become some violent evil witchcraft targeted
at me specifically to cause me pain and suffering all the time through lots of violent insults.
Of course they claim it is my fault for most of the time because of the fact God blessed me so much that
evil cannot touch me without those who work it harming itself but yes, it is my fault; from the day they
decided I am so dominant I am vulnerable, one of their great servants who is so good at what he does so
he can do it for everybody, the priest who will have the streets for a vestry when he is homeless and
hence began to apply the curse that the parents use on the kids who refuse to do what they want, which
never did work, hence they applied it with the job centre and civil service, so light came in contact with
darkness and we all know the way it is when that happens and then the resulting ever lasting fights for
the purpose of victimisation to undo what no body understands they are trying to undo. As I said, it is

the targeted violent insolence as if I am their mate that must be settled. Hence there is more hope for a
fool than somebody who is hasty; is what they read from the Bible; so how are we going to make him
hasty and grab all he owns? Is what they think about all the time and if I react then I have been forced
by evil to make something up about God hence worthy of mockery and more abuse etc. Now they have
other stories and arguments which interfere with my book sales and this will be their undoing all
together. When they gain access by being connected to people’s parents who offer people to them as
slaves, hence ruin peoples finances to give money to their stupid children does it mean they have more
money than he does, of course not, so what do they do except go on about it for a decade and suddenly
discover they don’t want to fight anymore when he wants revenge, after their insolence had been
transformed into blasphemy, hence its now violent insolence as a function of failed witchcraft targeted
at me all the time without end; malice towards my job my earnings and getting jobs in places where the
malice can be played out with impunity, which is how people help them make money through power
and suppose that it hurts me as well. Imagine the things people do with other peoples Houses of
government; making sure their witchcraft oppresses somebody it does not have an effect on; after all
those years of getting employed in places where their malice can be played out in full on such person’s
income and earnings, ravaging his academic work and his job, they have now reached the point where
they don’t want to fight anymore because he wants revenge.
That I get people to do my battles for me is absolute nonsense, since it is clearly the reason I never do
civil rights. I was under the impression that it was all about their spiritual and community organised
wickedness and somebody they will piss off to the point where he will beat it out of them so badly and
do it for so long over such a sustained period of time, that it will become a viable career at the other
end; which it has become after which I had protected the civil service from them as well and will have a
case with every employer who takes them on so they can be in positions where they mark my papers in
University and assess my CV at the work place as well:- these days they are better off feeding than
attacking me lest I become famous for my work, are they not? And the only thing that gives them the
upper hand is the Politicians who tell me when I have power over them I should give it up so they can
lead and then have lifestyle doing so, with no respect for the fact they will carry on the way they are and
do their own version of Nazism all together; yet are still making so much noise. As I mentioned; the
black ones are lowest of the low and do not even deserve my attention as it were because they started
it for them as it were and know I will never give up my faith nor the victories it has over them and now
presume innocence.
What did they expect me to do; first by sending their wives to seduce me violently until they defeat my
faith and make me part of their families in which they were the boss, then get into government and use
me for fights if they are black or got on television to claim I sleep with their wives which is supposedly
not damaging for the reputation of these so called wives if they are white; fight civil liberties for
everybody, so they can deplete my supplies and show me the powers of their wickedness at the end,
when they ruin my finances? It is the reason I do it all alone and all they can do is what I already have
under control i.e. the corruptions that they can aid young people to dish out.
These their things do not bother me in anyway; what concerns me is that their spiritual wickedness in
specificity. For example when the read the Bible and it says there is more hope for a fool than somebody

that is hasty, they think about nothing but how to make me hasty and make themselves fools, that there
might be no truth. After which it is a case of intensively violent very evil women who are also very
ignorant bullies who don’t like those who tell them they are wrong and hence do everything to make
sure such people never make sense, which is also why they get violent and the corruptions they make
way for so frequently each second of their lives, displayed and worked with hate based stupidities and
ignorance, that it seems they are tired of getting voted into office for by already. So when they are tired
of getting voted for by those evil women who work very violent wickedness, by which they encourage
corruptions and lots of hate, does it therefore mean that when they get on my case because of it, I have
become bothered about it? It does not obviously.
I understand the reason they like to claim I am on their side and they on mine while hurting me in
government building, is because as they put it, I have the power to control peoples hearts; that however
is entirely because they want to be making money with good deeds others do, which is the only way
money can be made, while spending their extra curricular time doing evil deeds. So they locate me as
the person whose good deeds they want to confiscate and use to make money as it were and I think
they will have such things if they have got enough balls for it.
So the reason they are always poor has never been a factor of some kind of over sweeping prejudice like
the none whites claim or overlooked discrimination like the white ones claim, it is entirely a case of
using people, hurting them to the point where they want their stuff back, which they suppose is the
correct time to start feeding on them violently, which they actually get back whenever they apply
themselves to it, so they can seek an ever lasting fight to be what others are but at a more famous place.
So there: food for thought for those who do wealth distribution and sharing of other peoples property
and if they give my work, property and income to those I have excluded from things because they are
corrupt, so such can get on public places and taunt me to damage my health again, I will do so much
worse than that I have done to them so far. This is just the beginning:- bit where I don’t sleep too well,
don’t eat too well, don’t dress too well because if I come across some good money, it may affect me if I
have already done such things at a poorer financial condition in my life; they can collect my stuff for
these such idiots again then get on public Political places especially international communities to talk
rubbish at me and find out what I am going to do about it.
Finally; I do not work too hard; I am a leader and understand absolutely everything that I am meant to
deal with each time I need to do some work, so I can always meet my targets whatever must be done.
The only thing which tires me is familiarities and insolence of stupid men who always tend to hurt
themselves all the time fighting me in some way; because they have been sleeping with girls in order to
control their wives who are affiliated to me, a factor of that special place they know about, that I will
never let them into so they can make a radical sector out of my personal life and personal thoughts, to
secure the freedom of men, if they have got the balls for it.
I mean so some people sleep with young girls in order to control their own wives who are my Court;
which part of it do they suppose bothers me as it were?

